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 But soon Zippy and her family members learn that she has type 1 diabetes. Can she still be able
to dance in the functionality?This is actually the story of Zippy, a girl who falls in love with ballet.
With effort she dances all the way to her pointes and the leading role in the efficiency. Zippy
proves that she may take care of herself but still live her passion.
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  I cannot thank Zippora Karz plenty of for sharing her story in a way that obviously has linked to
my granddaughter. My 10-year-previous granddaughter was diagnosed with T1D within the past
month. It has been a rough street. My wife and I had this book sent to her and, Wow, just what a
hit! The text and illustrations are reasonable- not cartoony just like the books we got from the
hospital.My granddaughter loves it!. She is doing fairly well up to now, but it's a lot for a kid to
process. This book is certainly a breath of fresh air for both of us. My child has requested that
people read this each day since it emerged in the mail. It really is inspiring to discover that the
main character "Zippy" continues to dance and lives a complete lifestyle despite her diabetes. I
believe the stunning and tasteful illustrations of insulin, syringes, etc. are superb. My daughter
told me my granddaughter has recently read it many times (and that's after only three days), and
her sister in addition has read it. Wonderful book! Great book for kids with Type One Diabetes My
daughter was diagnosed with Type One Diabetes this past year.which she couldn't really relate
with. Great book!. Sweet book to talk about with this newly diagnosed kids with diabetes! The
Diabetes Foundation of Mississippi includes these inside our We Care backpacks, and they are
extremely well received. Many thanks! Goodbook Love it a lot . I think all girls would enjoy this
story of not quitting. All girls, not just types with T-1 diabetes. Great buy! If you have a kid (or
know a kid) with Type One diabetes I would GET this!
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